Overview of Jamming Technology for Satellite Navigation
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Abstract: The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) has been applied to all aspects of social livelihood and military applications and has become an important part of national infrastructure construction. However, due to the vulnerability of GNSS, satellite navigation jamming technology can pose a serious threat to GNSS security applications, and this has become a research hotspot in the field of navigation countermeasures. In this paper, satellite navigation jamming technologies are divided into suppression jamming and deception jamming, and the research status of satellite navigation suppression jamming and deception jamming technologies are sorted by three aspects: jamming technology classification, jamming efficiency evaluation, and jamming source deployment. Finally, the future development trend of satellite navigation jamming technology is summarized.
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1. Introduction

At present, the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) can provide all-weather high-quality and high-precision navigation and positioning services to users around the world, playing an important role in the military and civil fields [1]. However, GNSS has a high orbital height and limited satellite transmission power. The power attenuation of the signal during transmission is severe. When it reaches the ground, the power is only −160 dBW, which is annihilated in the noise. GNSS is extremely fragile and vulnerable to jamming and deception. Once the satellite navigation receiver is mispositioned or loses its positioning ability due to the jamming of the satellite navigation signal, it will have inestimable consequences in the military and civil fields. Therefore, the research on satellite navigation jamming technology is extremely important [2,3]. However, at present, there are few instances of research focusing on satellite navigation jamming technology; research is mainly based on the evaluation and test environment conditions of anti-jamming algorithms. Therefore, it is necessary to undertake a comprehensive overview of satellite navigation jamming technology.

Satellite navigation jamming mainly includes unintentional jamming and intentional jamming. However, because the working frequency band of unintentional jamming is generally inconsistent with the carrier frequency band of the satellite navigation signal, it has little impact on the satellite navigation signal. Intentional jamming, which is more harmful to satellite navigation signals, mainly includes suppression jamming and deception jamming [4]. Suppression jamming and deception jamming can be classified in many ways according to their different characteristics. Summarizing satellite navigation jamming technology from different classification angles will help us to understand the development context and direction.

In addition, with the development of satellite navigation countermeasure-related technology and the development and application of related equipment, the evaluation of satellite navigation jamming efficiency has attracted extensive attention [5,6]. The research
of satellite navigation jamming effectiveness evaluation methods and indicators can not only help us to understand the weakness of satellite navigation receivers but also to optimize anti-jamming and anti-deception technology and strategies, enhancing its security protection efficiency.

Furthermore, with the development of antenna array anti-jamming technology and the application of integrated navigation mode, the jamming mode using only a single jamming source is obviously too simple and does not conform to the actual situation [7]. The combined mode of multiple jamming sources is the normal state, and different deployment modes of jamming sources will bring different jamming effects. The optimized deployment of jamming sources can achieve better jamming effects under the same resource allocation conditions [8].

Therefore, this paper summarizes the classification of satellite navigation jamming technology, jamming efficiency evaluation, and multiple jamming source deployment. The remaining organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, suppression jamming is described via three classification methods—jamming type, jamming stability, and jamming bandwidth—and then the evaluation method of suppression jamming efficiency and the optimization deployment method of suppression jamming sources are introduced; in Section 3, deception jamming is described via three classification methods—generation mode, implementation stage, and implementation difficulty—and then the evaluation method of deception jamming efficiency and the optimization deployment method of deception jamming sources are introduced; Section 4 analyzes and discusses the main research directions and development trends of satellite navigation jamming technology, and it explains and discusses the construction of the evaluation system for composite jamming sources, the suppression jamming method strategy for antenna array, the deception jamming method for military signals, and the deception jamming method for integrated navigation. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the above discussion.

2. Suppression Jamming

Suppression jamming mainly refers to the jamming technology that suppresses the satellite navigation signal by transmitting the high power jamming signal in the frequency band of the satellite navigation signal, annihilating the satellite navigation signal with the jamming signal, reducing the signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver, and ultimately causing the receiver positioning accuracy to be reduced or even unable to work normally. The main features of suppression jamming include simple operation and easy realization, wide jamming range, and obvious jamming effect. The current anti-jamming technology for suppression jamming is gradually increasing, and the transmitting power of the suppression jamming device is large, resulting in poor concealment. However, the United States military believes that suppression jamming is still the main threat to Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers, especially M-code GPS receivers, and suppression jamming is still an important part of satellite navigation jamming [7,9–11].

2.1. Jamming Classification of Suppression

According to the different characteristics of suppression jamming, this paper classifies it by three aspects: jamming type, jamming stability, and jamming bandwidth.

2.1.1. Type of Suppression Jamming

The jamming types of suppression jamming are mainly distinguished according to the waveform of the signal. According to whether the time domain waveform of the jamming signal is continuous, it can be divided into pulse jamming and continuous wave jamming. Continuous wave jamming can be divided into sweep jamming, matched spectrum jamming, single-frequency jamming, and partial-frequency band jamming according to time-frequency characteristics [4]. The generation algorithm and mathematical expression of different types of suppression jamming are also different.
1. Single-frequency jamming

Single-frequency jamming is the simplest and most basic jamming type in suppression jamming. The general time domain waveform and frequency domain mathematical expressions are as follows:

\[ f(t) = A\cos(2\pi f_c t) \]  
\[ f(f) = \delta(f - f_c) \]

wherein, \( A \) is the amplitude of the single-frequency jamming signal and \( f_c \) is the carrier frequency of jamming signal.

The time domain diagram, frequency domain diagram and time-frequency domain are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The signal characteristic diagram of Single-frequency jamming.](image)

As can be seen from Figure 1, the main feature of single-frequency jamming is that the energy is relatively concentrated. Therefore, single-frequency jamming has a good jamming effect on the signal near the frequency point. However, due to its narrow frequency band, it can be suppressed to the level of thermal noise through frequency filtering [12]. Navigation signals of different signal systems are affected by single-frequency jamming differently. The main research on single-frequency jamming is to select the optimal frequency point of jamming according to different signal systems [13]. Zhang [7] studied the optimal frequency point of single-frequency jamming of the newly added L1C signal in GPS III. Since the pilot channel of the L1C signal adopts the time-division multiplexed binary offset carrier (TMBOC) (6,1,4/33) modulation mode, the binary offset carrier (BOC) (6,1) modulation signal and TMBOC (6,1,4/33) modulation signal are simulated and analyzed. The results show that the optimal single-frequency jamming frequency of the BOC (6,1) modulation signal and TMBOC (6,1,4/33) signal is about 4750–4820 Hz away from the main lobe center in the offset range of −5000–5000 Hz, and the single-frequency jamming effect is basically consistent in this frequency range.

2. Pulse jamming
Pulse jamming mainly refers to the jamming signal composed of continuous ideal rectangular pulses. The general time domain waveform and frequency domain mathematical expression is as follows:

\[ J(t) = A \cos(2\pi f_c t) s(t) \]

\[ s(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{\tau}{2} + nT \leq t \leq \frac{\tau}{2} + nT, n = 1,2,... \\
0 & \text{else} 
\end{cases} \]

\[ \tilde{s}_j(f) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \sin\left(\frac{n\pi T}{\tau}\right) \delta(f - n \frac{\tau}{T}) \]  

wherein, \( A \) is the amplitude of the pulse jamming signal, \( f_c \) is the carrier frequency of the satellite navigation signal, \( s(t) \) is the ideal rectangular wave signal, \( \tau \) is the pulse width, and \( T \) is the pulse period. The jamming frequency of pulse jamming is controlled by \( \tau \) and the duty cycle of pulse jamming is controlled by \( \tau \) and \( T \).

The time domain diagram, frequency domain diagram and time-frequency domain of pulse jamming are shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. The signal characteristic diagram of pulse jamming.](image)

As can be seen from the above figure, pulse jamming has small jamming bandwidth and high jamming efficiency. The jamming frequency band can be moved by controlling the pulse width and pulse period to achieve effective coverage of the desired signal frequency band and achieve an ideal jamming effect.

According to the power spectrum characteristics of different GPS signal systems, Mao et al. [14] set the frequency coverage of pulse jamming, simulated and analyzed the impact of suppression jamming on the GPS receiver code tracking error, and pointed out that under the same jamming signal ratio (JRS), the effect of pulse jamming is better than broadband Gaussian noise and matched spectrum jamming. Zhang [7] studied the efficiency of the pulse jamming signal on the L1C signal in GPS III. The simulation results show that the jamming effect of the pulse jamming with 4785 Hz offset from the main lobe center on the BOC (6,1) modulation signal, and the TMBOC (6,1,4/33) modulation signal
is better than the pulse jamming at the main lobe center. In addition, the better the coverage of the navigation signal power spectrum, the better the effect of pulse jamming.

It can be seen that the optimal pulse jamming bandwidth and jamming frequency distribution range can be determined by analyzing the power spectrum characteristics of different navigation signal systems, so as to improve the jamming efficiency of jamming suppression.

3. Sweep jamming

Sweep jamming is also known as linear frequency modulation signal, which is similar to single-frequency jamming in form, but the carrier frequency of single-frequency jamming is fixed, while the carrier frequency of sweep frequency jamming changes with time. The general time domain waveform mathematical expression is as follows:

$$J(t) = A \cos(2\pi(f_c + f_{sweep})t)$$

wherein, $A$ is the amplitude of the sweep jamming signal, $f_c$ is the carrier frequency of the satellite navigation signal, and $f_{sweep}$ is the sweep frequency.

The time domain diagram, frequency domain diagram and time-frequency domain of sweep jamming are shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. The signal characteristic diagram of sweep jamming.](image)

The sweep jamming can set the frequency sweep range according to the target navigation signal so that the target signal falls into the jamming spectrum range [15]. Secondly, sweep jamming has the characteristic of frequency mutation, which can cover a large swept frequency bandwidth in a short swept frequency period and reduce the suppression efficiency of the time-frequency domain anti-jamming algorithm [16–18].

4. Matched spectrum jamming

Combined with the characteristics of the satellite navigation signal, the matched spectrum jamming aims the jamming signal accurately at the navigation satellite downlink signal by introducing the navigation satellite signal spread code. Therefore, the specific format of the navigation satellite signal spread code must be obtained to generate the matched spectrum jamming, which is mainly used for civil code jamming. Because the matched spectrum jamming has the same power spectral density characteristics as the target navigation signal, it has a good jamming effect [19]. Taking the jamming signal of
binary phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation mode as an example, the time-domain waveform expression is as follows:

\[ J(t) = A \cos(2\pi f_c t)p(t) \]  

wherein \( A \) is the amplitude of jamming signal, \( f_c \) is the carrier frequency of jamming signal, and \( p(t) \) is the pseudocode sequence of satellite navigation signal.

The time domain diagram, frequency domain diagram, and time–frequency domain of BPSK-modulated matched spectrum jamming are shown in Figure 4.

**Figure 4.** The signal characteristic diagram of BPSK modulated matched spectrum jamming.

Wang et al. [20] pointed out that with the receiver error rate as the evaluation index, under the condition of the same jamming signal power, the effect of matched spectrum jamming is better than that of single-frequency jamming, white noise jamming and binary phase shift keying jamming.

In summary, the types of suppression jamming are relatively traditional and fixed, mainly including single-frequency jamming, pulse jamming, sweep jamming with relatively simple signal structures, and matched spectrum jamming that matches the spread spectrum code of satellite navigation signals. There are relatively few configurable parameters for suppressing jamming, which are usually used to test the effectiveness of satellite navigation anti-jamming algorithms, rather than conducting separate research as a subject.

### 2.1.2. Stability of Suppression Jamming

Suppression jamming can be divided into continuous and stable jamming and discontinuous and unstable jamming according to the stability of jamming. The spectrum characteristics of continuous and stable jamming change steadily or slowly, while the spectrum characteristics of discontinuous and unstable jamming change sharply.

The frequency point signal of GPS/Galileo L5/E5 shares the frequency band with some radio systems of the aviation radio navigation service (ARNS) and is often subject to jamming from multiple intermittent pulses generated by the pulse ranging equipment and tactical air navigation (TACAN) systems [21].
This distributed intermittent jamming is a common form of discontinuous and unstable jamming. The jamming characteristics generally show that the signal is incident from different directions, the spatial distribution is inconsistent, the time is discontinuous, and the single jamming presents the pulse jamming characteristics. Generally, it can be assumed that each jamming signal is a rectangular pulse-modulated signal, and its carrier frequency and signal bandwidth are basically consistent with the target navigation satellite signal. It is also assumed that the jamming signal is an ideal rectangular signal with a pulse rise time of 0 and a pulse decay time of 0. Then the mathematical expression of the time domain waveform is as follows:

\[ J_i(t) = A_i b(t) \cos(2\pi f_c t) s_i(t) \]
\[ s_i(t) = \begin{cases} 1 - \frac{\tau}{2} + nT & t \leq \frac{\tau}{2} + nT, n = 1,2, \ldots \\ 0 & \text{else} \end{cases} \]

wherein, \( A_i \) is the amplitude of the jamming signal, \( f_c \) is the carrier frequency of the satellite navigation signal, \( s_i(t) \) is the rectangular wave signal of the jamming signal, \( \tau \) is the pulse width, and \( T \) is the pulse period. According to Fourier transform, it can be seen that:

\[ \text{rect}(\tau) \leftrightarrow \text{rect}(\pi f \tau) = \pi f \tau \]
\[ \sum_{-\infty}^{\infty} \delta(t - nT) \leftrightarrow \frac{1}{T} \sum_{-\infty}^{\infty} \delta(f - \frac{n}{T}) \]

Therefore, the frequency spectra of \( s(t) \) and \( J(t) \) are as follows:

\[ S(f) = \sum_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{\pi f \tau}{\pi f \tau} \delta(f - \frac{n}{T}) \]
\[ J(f) = B(f) \otimes P(f) = \sum_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{\pi f \tau}{\pi f \tau} B(f - \frac{n}{T}) \]

In space, the spatial distribution of each jamming relative to the receiver is relatively fixed, and the pitch angle and azimuth angle are expressed by \( \theta \) and \( \varphi \) respectively. In terms of time, the arrival time of each jamming is random.

At present, antenna array anti-jamming technology is considered one of the most effective means of suppressing jamming in navigation receivers, which can effectively suppress multiple jamming. The research on antenna array anti-jamming technology is also developing and improving. In the face of continuous and stable jamming, antenna array anti-jamming technology has good anti-jamming efficiency. However, there are few studies on the influence of discontinuous and unstable jamming on the efficiency of navigation receivers. In the face of distributed intermittent jamming, the matching between the covariance of training samples and the covariance of actual processing signals will be a key factor affecting the anti-jamming performance. The signal to jamming plus noise ratio (SINR) loss \( L(\hat{R}_s) \) caused by sampling covariance mismatch is [22] as follows:

\[ L(\hat{R}_s) = \frac{(a^H \hat{R}_s^{-1} a)_s}{a^H R_s^{-1} R_s a} \]

where, \( a_s \) is signal pilot vector; \( R_s \) is real signal covariance matrix; \( \hat{R}_s \) is training sample covariance matrix. The SINR loss is determined by \( R_s \) and \( \hat{R}_s \). The length of training samples, jamming flicker period, and processing methods used in anti-jamming algo-
rithms can all cause covariance mismatches and affect the anti-jamming effect. By controlling distributed intermittent jamming parameters, high SINR losses can be achieved, thereby achieving good jamming effects.

Wang et al. [23] pointed out that though the intermittent jamming power can be suppressed completely by the anti-jamming filter, the phase lock loop may lose lock due to channel scintillations. Li [24] believed that the least mean square (LMS) anti-jamming algorithm needs a period of weight convergence to adaptively form spatial nulls, while the distributed periodic intermittent jamming can slow down or even destroy the convergence speed of the adaptive zeroing algorithm, thus achieving a good jamming effect. In addition, the jamming efficiency of random intermittent jamming with an uncertain period is better than that of periodic intermittent jamming.

It can be seen that the stability of navigation jamming signals has a significant impact on the suppression performance of navigation receivers. Whether for SMI or LMS anti-jamming algorithms, in some scenarios, unstable and discontinuous jamming signals can seriously inhibit the suppression performance of receivers. Unstable and discontinuous jamming has many controllable parameters, and anti-jamming algorithms are difficult to deal with. It will become one of the mainstream research directions for suppression jamming in the future.

2.1.3. Bandwidth of Suppression Jamming

Suppression jamming can be divided into broadband jamming and narrowband jamming according to the classification of jamming bandwidth. The signal frequency bandwidth of narrowband jamming is generally far less than the target signal frequency bandwidth, and the autocorrelation is good. Although the target satellite navigation signal cannot be completely submerged, the energy is relatively concentrated, and the power spectral density is large, which can saturate or even overflow the navigation receiver channel; The signal frequency bandwidth of broadband jamming is generally equal to the target signal frequency bandwidth, and the spectrum amplitude is relatively flat, which can effectively partially or completely submerge the satellite signal, resulting in the navigation receiver being unable to capture the target satellite navigation signal and reducing the positioning efficiency of the navigation receiver [25,26].

Single-frequency jamming, multi-frequency jamming, sweep jamming and narrowband Gaussian jamming all belong to narrowband jamming. Pulse jamming, matched spectrum jamming, and broadband Gaussian jamming are all broadband jamming.

In addition, the selection of anti-jamming technology for satellite navigation antenna is usually related to the jamming bandwidth. Antenna anti-jamming technology can be divided into single antenna and antenna array anti-jamming technology according to the number of receiver antennas. Antenna array anti-jamming technology can use vector weighting to cancel jamming through multiple antenna elements. Therefore, the antenna array anti-jamming technology is not sensitive to the jamming bandwidth and can achieve the suppression of jamming with different bandwidths [27,28]. Single antenna anti-jamming technology will cause serious degradation of signal quality when suppressing broadband jamming, but single-antenna anti-jamming technology is the best choice when suppressing narrowband jamming [29–31].

2.2. Efficiency Evaluation of Suppression Jamming

The analysis of jamming suppression efficiency involves signal acquisition, pseudo-code tracking, carrier tracking, signal demodulation, pseudo-range measurement, and carrier phase measurement in the positioning efficiency of the navigation receiver, but it is difficult to measure and evaluate separately.

According to the working process of the tracking loop correlator, on the basis of approximating the power spectrum of the navigation signal to the envelope, Betz and Koloedziejski [32,33] deduced the analytical expression of the equivalent carrier-to-noise ratio of the receiver to express the jamming efficiency of the Gaussian band-limited jamming.
Bek et al. [34] also derived the analytical formula of the equivalent carrier-to-noise ratio of single-frequency jamming, narrowband jamming, and broadband jamming through the formula. On the basis of reconsidering the power spectrum of the C/A code, Balaei et al. [35,36] deduced the equivalent carrier-to-noise ratio loss model of single-frequency jamming. Bek et al. [37] analysed the impact of pulse jamming on the carrier-to-noise ratio of the L1 frequency signal of GPS.

Mao et al. [14] pointed out that the tracking performance of pseudo-range code directly affects the acquisition of pseudo-range observation and determines the positioning accuracy and performance. Not only should the equivalent carrier-to-noise ratio be used as an evaluation index; the code tracking error should be used as an important index for jamming efficiency evaluation.

Taking code tracking error as the jamming efficiency evaluation index, Hu et al. [38] analysed the impact of frequency offset setting of single-frequency jamming on the anti-jamming efficiency of civil satellite navigation signals of different systems. On the basis of considering the influence of the pseudo-noise (PN) code discrete spectral line, Balaei et al. [35,36] deduced the analytical formula of maximum tracking error of single frequency jamming and the equivalent carrier-to-noise ratio. Zhang and Lohan [39] analysed the impact of narrowband jamming on the code-tracking accuracy of the E1 frequency signal of Galileo.

Wang et al. [5] took the power criterion, information criterion, probability criterion, and efficiency criterion as the jamming efficiency evaluation criteria, and, according to the different links of the navigation receiver signal processing, with the jamming-to-signal ratio and carrier-to-noise ratio as the basic indicators, built the suppression jamming efficiency evaluation system hierarchically. The jamming efficiency evaluation system is divided into navigation signal basic indicators and jamming efficiency evaluation indicators. Navigation signal basic indicators and jamming efficiency evaluation indicators are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Navigation signal basic indicators.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal Processing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal demodulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal positioning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Jamming efficiency evaluation indicators.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Influence Factor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of jamming on signal acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of jamming on signal tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of jamming on signal demodulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of jamming on signal positioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of jamming on signal positioning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It can be seen from the above tables that the efficiency evaluation indicators of suppression jamming include not only carrier-to-noise ratio, and pseudo-range tracking accuracy, but also acquisition probability, first acquisition time, error rate, and positioning accuracy.

In addition, Zhang et al. [40] demonstrated that the minimum jamming power when the GPS receiver cannot demodulate normally (when the carrier-to-noise ratio is equal to the tracking threshold of the receiver) as the jamming tolerance—which is used to characterize the anti-jamming efficiency of the signal—and used the jamming tolerance and jamming coverage to evaluate the jamming efficiency of the satellite navigation jamming signal on the GPS signal of the existing system.

Therefore, the jamming suppression efficiency is usually measured by the intermediate indicators at different levels of receiver signal processing, such as equivalent carrier-to-noise ratio, code tracking error, error rate, or the minimum jamming power when the receiver cannot work. However, the current literature usually only selects one or several indicators to evaluate the suppression jamming efficiency and does not establish a complete evaluation system. In addition, there is no literature on suppressing jamming efficiency evaluation for all satellite navigation systems.

2.3. Jamming Source Deployment of Suppression Jamming

Although adaptive beamforming technology is one of the most effective means to improve the jamming tolerance of the receiver, only when the number of jamming sources is less than the number of antenna arrays can it achieve a good anti-jamming effect [41]. If we try to ensure that the number of jamming sources is greater than or equal to the number of antenna array elements, and the layout is reasonable, the effect of adaptive zeroing technology will be invalid. Therefore, the deployment of multiple jamming sources is an effective means to achieve good jamming suppression, counter adaptive zeroing and beamforming technology. Moreover, most jamming targets, such as precision-guided weapons, are in motion or high-speed motion, and the jamming source has limited mobility, so it is necessary to deploy the moving range of the jamming target in advance. The deployment effect of the jamming source will directly affect the jamming power distribution in the jamming area and ultimately affect the jamming effect.

While most jamming targets such as precision-guided weapons use the combined navigation form of satellite navigation and inertial navigation. When the satellite navigation receiver loses its lock and stops working, the navigation error is determined by the inertial navigation error.

Cheng et al. [42] pointed out that the deployment of satellite navigation jamming sources should follow the two principles of depth echelon deployment and compact connection jamming. First of all, the chain configuration mode is adopted for jamming relay in the direction of jamming target movement. Secondly, efforts should be made to reduce the occurrence of jamming “gap” to avoid restarting the positioning function of the satellite navigation receiver to correct the inertial navigation error that has been introduced. The closer the jamming “gap” is to the target, the higher the threat to the target. The schematic diagram of suppression jamming deployment is shown in Figure 5.
In a designated area, optimizing the deployment of suppression jamming sources usually involves several steps:

- Construct the coordinate system of suppression jamming deployment area: generally, the deployment area is simplified to a two-dimensional plane and discretized to facilitate labeling and calculating the location and area of the jamming sources;
- Establish a multi-objective optimization deployment model (based on mission requirements, it is usually based on the jamming range);
- Solve the optimal deployment of suppression jamming: iterative calculation using multi-objective optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithm and ant colony algorithm.

The flowchart of suppression jamming deployment is shown in Figure 6.
It is assumed that the jamming sources mainly include four large jamming sources with relatively large jamming ranges and five small jamming sources with relatively small jamming ranges, and all jamming sources can interfere omnidirectionally. In a two-dimensional planar scene, based on the set deployment optimization model, the optimal deployment plan can be calculated through multiple iterations of optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithms. The effect diagram of optimized deployment of suppression jamming is shown in Figure 7.

In the literature [43–45], the genetic algorithm is used to solve the problem of maximum coverage of the target area via the minimum number of suppression jamming sources. Yan et al. [46] pointed out that the jamming sources of the above methods did not achieve coordination, and the utilization rate was not high. Based on this, a networked air jamming source deployment model is established. The main beam direction of jamming signals is aligned with the moving target. The jamming source deployment is carried out by using the genetic algorithm to optimize the deployment of jamming sources based on the principle of maximizing the minimum jamming power in the target area. Fu et al. [47] believed that it is not comprehensive to only consider the size of jamming power. It should also include the threat degree of the enemy weapon platform to our important targets. When jamming the enemy’s weapon platform fails, the farther it is from our important target, the smaller the threat to our side. Then the jamming source deployment model is established and solved by the genetic algorithm. Cheng et al. [42] took regional coverage and average risk index as evaluation indicators and uses the genetic algorithm to solve the optimal deployment of multi-objective jamming sources. The area coverage rate is defined as the ratio of the effective suppression area of the jamming source to the total area, and the average danger index is used to describe the threat degree of the protected target.

In summary, the current research on optimal deployment of suppression jamming sources is still at the stage of theoretical derivation and simulation verification, mainly based on the distance of suppression jamming (suppressing jamming power), and based on multiple deployment principles such as coverage, a geometric deployment model of jamming sources is constructed, and finally solved using optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithms. However, the current research on optimal deployment of suppressed jamming sources is basically simplified to a geometric coverage problem, usually only changing the deployment criteria. In essence, it is to solve the physical geometric area and
coverage multiplicity, but less consideration is given to the signal characteristics of suppression jamming itself.

3. Deception Jamming

Deception jamming is a satellite navigation jamming technology. The deception jamming source generates the deception signal similar to the real satellite navigation signal in the signal system and spectrum structure, but with a power slightly higher than the real signal, or else it repeats the real satellite navigation signal in space. Through the deception algorithm, the receiver mistakes the deception signal for the real satellite navigation signal for acquisition, tracking, and positioning solution, which ultimately results in the receiver outputting the wrong time and space information [48]. The main features of deception jamming include good anti-jamming performance, high concealment, and being difficult to be detected by the receiver. It can accurately control the preset wrong space–time information output by the receiver. However, the jamming technology involved in deception jamming is relatively complex, and the jamming range is relatively narrow, i.e., generally only for specific users.

3.1. Classification of Deception Jamming

There are many types of deception jamming, which can be classified according to the generation mode, implementation stage, and implementation difficulty of deception jamming.

3.1.1. Generation Mode of Deception Jamming

Deception jamming can be divided into generated deception jamming and repeater deception jamming according to the generation mode.

1. Generated deception jamming

The generated deception jamming mainly refers to the jamming method that generates and independently transmits the deception signal with the same structure as the real navigation signal according to the disclosed civil satellite navigation signal structure simulation. Gradually, it replaces the real signal into the tracking loop by virtue of the signal control strategy and power advantage; then, it controls the tracking loop to achieve the purpose of deception [49].

The generated deception jamming can control various parameters independently, with high flexibility and strong concealment. However, the generated deception jamming needs to obtain the structure of the navigation signal in advance, and the structure of the military navigation signal is unknown and difficult to crack. Therefore, it is impossible to implement generated deception jamming against military code signals, and the scope of use has certain limitations. The key to affecting the effect of generated deception jamming is the quality of deception signal generation. Only by keeping the same signal parameters and signal synchronization with the real satellite signal can the satellite navigation receivers receive the deception signal and determine it as the real satellite navigation signal, implementing the deception.

Signal synchronization mainly refers to the estimation of the signal power, code phase, doppler frequency shift, and other parameters of the real signal received by the target receiver to make the deception signal align with the parameters of the real signal when reaching the target receiver. Signal synchronization is the basis of generated deception jamming [50,51]. He et al. [52] discussed the ranging error and ionospheric delay and their impact on signal synchronization, the influence of ranging error and ionospheric delay on signal synchronization, and the ranging accuracy required to achieve signal synchronization. In the literature [53], the calculation methods of the important parameters required by the generated deception jamming, such as the signal transmission power, doppler frequency, and code phase, were given in the synchronous and asynchronous phase of the signal.
2. Repeater deception jamming

Repeater deception jamming mainly refers to the jamming method that adds a certain time delay on the basis of receiving the real satellite navigation signal and repeats the signal through power adjustment to make the satellite navigation receiver receive the repeater signal, thus implementing deception [54,55].

Repeater deception jamming is easy to operate and does not need to obtain the satellite navigation signal structure in order to jam the military code. However, repeater deception jamming is easily recognized by the receiver as multipath jamming and processed; hence, the success of deception is not high. If repeater deception jamming directly repeats the received satellite signal to the target receiver without considering the actual position and speed of the target receiver, it leads to a large deviation between the deception position and the target position and thus to deception failure [56]. Therefore, one of the key steps of repeater deception jamming is to separate and purify the received signal, combine the position and speed information of the target receiver, and calculate and control the repeater delay. By analyzing the working principle of repeater deception jamming, Zhen et al. [57] proposed a method by which to calculate the channel delay and determine the maximum range of forward delay. In addition, repeater delay control is generally achieved through the reasonable layout of single-station or multi-station repeater deception jamming sources.

The generated deception jamming and repeater deception jamming are summarized in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deception Type</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
<th>Scope of Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated deception Jamming [50–53]</td>
<td>High flexibility and controllable parameters</td>
<td>Unable to deceive military code signal</td>
<td>Civilian signal deception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeater deception Jamming [56,57]</td>
<td>Can deceive military code signals</td>
<td>Low success rate of deception</td>
<td>Military signal deception</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2. Implementation Stage of Deception Jamming

Satellite navigation signal processing mainly includes signal down-conversion, signal acquisition, and signal tracking. Generally, the implementation phase of deception jamming is usually during the phase of signal acquisition and signal tracking.

1. Signal acquisition stage

In the actual deception scenario, the method of suppression jamming is usually used first to force the satellite navigation receiver to lose the lock state. In the process of reacquisition, the deception signal with higher power can generate a higher power correlation peak in the two-dimensional search space composed of doppler frequency and code phase and is locked into the acquisition and tracking state by the receiver [58–60].

However, due to the existence of high-power deception signals, the noise base of the receiver will rise, and the real satellite navigation signals will be interfered with or even submerged in the deception signals [61]. The obvious change of receiver environment caused by the high-power deception signal also has the possibility of being detected by the receiver [62].

The complex model of real signals and deception signals can be expressed as [62] follows:

\[ r(nT) = \sqrt{P} M_x(nT - \tau_x) C_x(nT - \tau_x) e^{i(\phi + 2\pi f_d nT)} + \sqrt{P} M_x(nT - \tau_x) C_x(nT - \tau_x) e^{i(\phi + 2\pi f_d nT)} + \eta(nT) \]  

wherein, \( T \) is sampling interval, \( n \) is number of samples, \( \tau_x, \tau_d \) represent real signals and deceptive signals, respectively, \( r \) is the complex signal, \( P \) is signal power, \( M \) is satellite navigation message, \( C \) is spread spectrum code, \( \phi \) is carrier phase, \( f \) is doppler
frequency, $\tau$ is the code phase, and $\eta$ is Gaussian white noise with a mean value of 0 and a variance of $\sigma_\eta^2$.

The next step is to perform correlation integration between the composite signal and the spread spectrum code that is not in the signal by which to estimate the noise base. The correlation integration expression can be expressed as [62] follows:

$$CI[f_i, \tau_i, k] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=(i-1)N+1}^{iN} r(nT)C_i(nT-\tau_i)e^{2\pi f_i nT}$$

\[\delta^2 = \frac{1}{2N} \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} CI[f_i, \tau_i, k]^2 = \frac{1}{2}D(CI[f_i, \tau_i, k]) = \frac{1}{2}D(\sqrt{P_0} \psi_u[f_i, \tau_i, k] + D(\sqrt{P_0} \psi_u[f_i, \tau_i, k]) + \eta(N[k]))\]

\[\psi_u[f_i, \tau_i, k] \sim N\left(\begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} \sigma_\psi^2 & 0 \\ 0 & \sigma_\psi^2 \end{bmatrix}\right)\]

\[\psi_u[f_i, \tau_i, k] \sim N\left(\begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} \sigma_\psi^2 & 0 \\ 0 & \sigma_\psi^2 \end{bmatrix}\right)\]

\[\eta[k] \sim N\left(\begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ \frac{\sigma_\eta^2}{N} \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}\right)\]

wherein, $CI$ is coherent integration, $D$ is variance, $l$ is local signal, $k$ is integral interval, $\psi_u[f_i, \tau_i, k], \psi_u[f_i, \tau_i, k]$ represent the relevant parameter of real signal and local signal and the relevant parameter of deception signal and local signal, and the I-branch and Q-branch of $\psi_u[f_i, \tau_i, k], \psi_u[f_i, \tau_i, k], \eta[k]$ obey a zero mean Gaussian normal distribution.

Therefore, the correlated interference generated by the deception signal will seriously affect the noise base estimation. The power control and deception strategy of the deception signal are crucial to the deception effect of the receiver in the acquisition stage.

Some scholars have conducted research on the power control problem when deception jamming sources deceive receivers at the acquisition stage. Pang et al. [63] pointed out that when the receiver is in the reacquisition stage, the power of the deception signal only needs to be greater than the power of the real satellite signal to be captured by the receiver and implement deception. When the receiver is in the acquisition phase, it is necessary to increase the power of the deception signal to force the receiver without anti-deception technology to capture and track it. Wang et al. [64] compared and analyzed the deception effects of direct intrusion and suppression jamming assistance on the receiver acquisition and tracking loop. The simulation results showed that the suppression jamming assistance method was superior to the direct intrusion method. The direct intrusion method can only make the receiver locate incorrectly, while the suppression jamming assistance method can deceive the receiver to the predetermined position. According to the acquisition principle of the satellite navigation receiver, Liu et al. [65] deduced the acquisition probability of repeater deception jamming. Through simulation analysis, it is pointed out that the transmitting gain of the deception jamming signal only needs to be 7–10 dB, and the receiver can achieve effective acquisition of the deception signal. Tippenhauer et al. [66] pointed out that when the power of the deception signal is more than 2 dB higher than the real signal, the receiver can always lock on the deception signal without any offset. Ma et al. [67] theoretically calculated the relationship curve between the probability of the receiver capturing the deception jamming signal and the jamming signal ratio. When the jamming-to-signal ratio is greater than 5 dB, it can basically ensure that the receiver captures the deception signal in the acquisition phase.
After successfully deceiving a receiver in the acquisition stage, subsequent deception strategies also affect the deception effect. Hu et al. [68] conducted the simulation experiment of deception jamming power control. The simulation results showed that in order to ensure the continuous traction of the deception signal on the receiver acquisition loop, the noise base and the maximum signal-to-noise ratio of the deception signal could be limited to 3 dB and 22 dB by adjusting the deception power in real-time. Sheng et al. [53] pointed out that when the deception signal is captured by the receiver through the power advantage, the code rate should be gradually increased so that the phase of the deception signal number is more than two chips from the phase of the real signal number to ensure that the receiver can track the deception signal stably.

At the same time, using high power deception signals to force the receiver in the tracking state to lose lock, and then implementing deception is also a deception method. Pang et al. [63,69] pointed out that when the delay time of the repeater deception jamming is greater than one chip of the real signal, there is almost no mutual jamming between the deception signal and the real signal, and the deception jamming effect is basically equivalent to the broadband jamming of the suppression jamming. Lv et al. [70] analyzed the influence of the repeater deception jamming ratio on the tracking status of the receiver. The results showed that when the jamming signal ratio reached 25 dB, the deception signal destroyed the tracking state of the receiver and forced the receiver to reacquire the tracking deception signal in the signal tracking stage.

In addition, Andrew et al. [71] pointed out that if the deception intention is not concealed, as long as the power of the deception interference source reaches and exceeds the receiver acquisition detection threshold, the deception jamming source can successfully control the receiver’s acquisition and tracking loop, but this method will inevitably trigger the receiver’s deception detection measures. Through theoretical derivation of the deception mechanism of the deception signal, Lv et al. [70] analyzed the impact of deception jamming on the receiver’s acquisition performance and pointed out that when the deception signal and the real satellite signal differ by 1.5 chips, there will be two correlation peaks that will be detected by the receiver. Therefore, the deception signal should also avoid being detected by the anti-deception algorithm when attacking the receiver in the acquisition state.

To sum up, it is a simple and effective deception method to implement suppression jamming or high-power deception jamming on the target receiver without considering deception detection processing, forcing the receiver to lose lock and enter the reacquisition state. However, currently, receivers are gradually deploying deception detection devices, and deception power control and deception strategies under deception detection conditions will be the focus of the receiver during the deception signal acquisition stage.

2. Signal tracking stage

Using a high-power deception signal to force the receiver into the tracking state also has the problem that the detected signal is abnormal and leads to deception failure. Therefore, the deception jamming on the receiver in the tracking stage is more covert, but the technical requirements are also higher [72,73]. Usually, traction deception technology is used [74]. On the basis of the similar power of the deception signal and the real signal, researchers have adjusted the phase of the deception signal number and realized the traction of the tracking loop by sliding relative to the phase of the real satellite navigation signal number so as to avoid the lock loss of the receiver caused by the high-power signal, thus realizing their covert deception [75–77]. The schematic diagram of the traction jamming implementation process is shown in Figure 8.
Traction signal deception methods are mainly divided into two categories: the first method requires maintaining a proportional relationship between the doppler frequency of the deception signal and the doppler frequency of the spread spectrum code; the second method requires the deception signal to maintain the carrier frequency of the deception signal equal to the carrier frequency of the real signal while improving the code rate. The two methods each have advantages and disadvantages. The first method may be detected as abnormal due to changes in the carrier frequency difference between the real signal and the deception signal. As to the second method, although the carrier frequency of the deception signal in the second method is consistent with the carrier frequency of the real signal, the inconsistency between the doppler frequency of the deception signal and the doppler frequency of the spread spectrum code also poses a risk of being detected [78].

Todd et al. [49] developed the first truly GNSS progressive traction deception jamming source. Daniel et al. [58] pointed out that in order to achieve effective deception, the deception signal will split the true code phase of the receiver in the tracking stage by more than two chips. Huang et al. [79] established a receiver–tracking model and quantitatively analyzed the influence of deception signal power on the traction effect of the target receiver–tracking loop. The deception signal power only needs to be 4 dB higher than the real signal power, which can destroy the typical receiver's tracking of the real signal in 50 minutes and make it track the deception signal instead.

Kerns et al. [71] pointed out that when implementing covert deception on receivers in tracking status, the deception signal should not be too high and should be strictly controlled, and the maximum Doppler frequency shift should also be controlled within 50 Hz to ensure that the deception signal frequency is consistent with the true signal frequency as much as possible. Ma et al. [67] pointed out that when the receiver is in a stable tracking state, the local code phase is precisely synchronized with the real signal phase. Only when the difference between the deception signal and the local signal is less than one code phase, can the deception signal use the power advantage to pull the receiver to bias and successfully implement deception. He et al. [52] analyzed and discussed the power conditions of deception jamming and pointed out that in order to avoid being detected by the detection algorithm, the increased rate of deception jamming power should not be too large. When the correlation peak of the deception signal is slightly greater than the correlation peak of the real signal, the real signal can be stripped of the receiver–tracking loop. In order to enable the deception signal to directly peel off the real signal and enter the receiver–tracking loop, Sheng et al. [53] proposed an asynchronous attack strategy: first, generate a high-power lag correlation peak; then, speed up the deception signal number rate, so that the deception signal number phase is aligned with the real signal code phase and ahead of the real signal number phase. The target receiver will gradually peel off the
real signal and continue to track the deception signal. Li et al. [80] built a Beidou navigation receiver deception jamming test platform to test the influence of deception jamming under different power conditions on the Beidou navigation receiver in a stable tracking state. The test results showed that when the deception signal power reached 25 dB, a certain type of Beidou navigation receiver lost its lock and captured the deception signal again.

To sum up, whether in the signal acquisition stage or the signal tracking stage, the control strategy of the deception signal is one of the key factors affecting the deception efficiency. For receivers at different stages, different deception power control methods need to be used to implement deception. However, the current research on deception power control mostly stays in the stage of theoretical model establishment and actual measurement simulation for some typical receivers; deceptive signal power control methods have not yet formed a systematic experimental and theoretical control strategy. Secondly, the experimental environment and theoretical assumptions of deception jamming are too idealistic, and the detection methods for deception jamming are endless. Using the deception signal power control strategy obtained under the idealistic conditions and the deception signal power for some typical receivers to cheat, it is likely to lead to deception failure. Finally, although traction deception is currently a research hotspot in the field of satellite navigation deception and jamming, the limitations of knowing the accurate code information, frequency information, and location information of the target receiver still limit the scope of use of this traction jamming.

The comparison of deception methods with different implementation stages are summarized in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation Stage</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
<th>Research Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal acquisition stage</td>
<td>Implementation is relatively simple</td>
<td>Relatively poor concealment</td>
<td>The power control [63–67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The deception strategy [53,63,68–71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal tracking stage</td>
<td>Relatively better concealment</td>
<td>Implementation is relatively difficulty</td>
<td>The traction deception technology [49,52,67,71,79]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.3. Implementation Difficulty of Deception Jamming

Generated deception jamming can be divided into primary, intermediate, and advanced navigation deception jamming technologies according to the implementation difficulty [81,82].

1. Primary navigation deception jamming

Primary navigation deception jamming, also known as satellite navigation simulator deception technology, is the simplest generation deception technology, mainly composed of the satellite navigation signal simulator, signal amplifier, and transmission antenna. The deception signal generated by the simulator is difficult to keep synchronized with the real satellite navigation signal, and the correlation peak cannot be aligned. The primary method is to force the receiver to recapture and track the deception signal by increasing the power of the deception signal so as to achieve deception jamming. The schematic diagram of primary navigation deception jamming is shown in Figure 9.
Intermediate navigation deception jamming technology is more complex than primary navigation deception technology; it not only needs to receive the real satellite navigation signal but also needs to keep the signal synchronized. Therefore, the mode of “receiving navigation signal–generating navigation signal–transmitting deception signal” is adopted to implement deception. First, the real satellite navigation signal is received for acquisition and tracking, and the position and speed status information of the target receiver is obtained through external auxiliary equipment, and the relative time delay is calculated. From this, a deception signal synchronized with the real navigation signal received by the target receiver is constructed. With the help of power advantage, the real signal is gradually replaced and entered into the tracking loop to implement deception. The intermediate navigation deception technology also does not need to obtain the real navigation signal structure and can cheat the military code signal. In addition, the deception signal is basically synchronized with the real navigation signal, which is difficult to detect via the receiver and has good concealment. However, it needs to involve more complex models in order to obtain the target receiver status information and maintain the correct signal delay and appropriate transmission power. At present, the intermediate navigation deception technology still struggles to achieve senseless deception, and the target receiver channel can be sensitive to the change of the received signal for deception detection. The schematic diagram of intermediate navigation deception jamming is shown in Figure 10.
3. Advanced navigation deception jamming

Advanced navigation deception technology is currently the most complex but effective deception method. It mainly uses multiple intermediate deception jamming systems to implement deception by simulating real reception scenarios through distributed cooperative work. The detection equipment is used to detect the target, and the control command is generated according to the detected target position and certain control strategy. Therefore, the deception signal not only keeps synchronization with the real navigation signal but also keeps synchronization between the deception signals to simulate the most real satellite distribution environment, which makes the anti-deception jamming technology based on detecting the direction of signal arrival ineffective. However, due to the limitations of array manifold synchronization and other technologies, this deception technology can only be implemented in a small range near the target receiver. Once the target receiver moves, it is difficult to implement deception. Therefore, the advanced navigation deception technology is still at the theoretical research level, but once the technical breakthrough is achieved, it will become the most effective deception jamming method. The schematic diagram of advanced navigation deception jamming is shown in Figure 11.
The comparison of different deception methods in terms of deception effect, scope and cost is shown in Table 5.

**Table 5.** The comparison of deception methods with different implementation difficulty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation Difficulty</th>
<th>Deceptive Effect</th>
<th>Deception Scope</th>
<th>Deception Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary deception</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate deception</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>Higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced deception</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Narrower</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To sum up, although the primary navigation deception jamming technology is simple and the cost is relatively low, it easily detected by a variety of deception detection methods. As the mainstream generation jamming method, intermediate navigation deception jamming has a good jamming effect. However, it is also troubled by the difficulty in controlling the synchronization accuracy of the generated deception jamming signal, which limits the improvement of the deception jamming efficiency. Advanced navigation deception jamming theory is the best, but the cost is very high, and it requires many factors such as target location, jamming source deployment, etc. Therefore, it is still at the level of theoretical simulation.

### 3.2. Efficiency Evaluation of Deception Jamming

The efficiency analysis of deception jamming also involves signal acquisition, Pseudo-code tracking, position calculation, and other links in the positioning performance of the navigation receiver.

According to the GPS acquisition principle, Liu et al. [65] simulated and analyzed the carrier-to-noise ratio of the GPS receiver and the acquisition probability curve of the repeater deception jamming signal to evaluate the efficiency of the transmitted deception jamming, but only around the receiver acquisition level; the evaluation index is not comprehensive.

Ail et al. [62] analyzed the influence of the deception signal on the carrier-to-noise ratio estimation of the GPS receiver in the acquisition phase and pointed out that the deception signal can effectively interfere with the receiver correlation peak and increase the noise base. On the basis of deducing the relationship between the acquisition probability and the jamming-to-signal ratio of the repeater deception jamming, Zhang et al. [83] calculated the effective jamming distance of repeater deception jamming to evaluate the jamming efficiency. Liu [84] analyzed the changes in the code loop of the satellite navigation receiver in the process of tracking the deception signal. Kim et al. [54] simulated and analyzed the influence of the chip delay of the deception signal on the code tracking error, frequency tracking error and pseudo-range nonlinear change of the receiver.

Wang et al. [5] also pointed out that the evaluation index of the deception jamming effect should include deception probability, positioning accuracy, and jamming onset time while systematically constructing the evaluation system of the suppression jamming effect. Zhen [85] used the evaluation of deception probability, positioning accuracy deterioration factor, and anti-jamming quality factor to evaluate the efficiency of deception jamming.

Based on the principle of deception jamming technology, according to the different levels and links of satellite navigation signal processing, Wang et al. [86] built the effectiveness evaluation system of deceptive jamming with the navigation signal, positioning results, and software and hardware performance as the entry point. It is also pointed out that various indicators related to navigation signals are the most intuitive reflection of the effect of deception jamming, and the positioning result is an important level to reflect the effect of jamming.
In addition, on the basis of several GNSS deception jamming efficiency evaluation indicators, in order to improve the evaluation efficiency, Wang [87] optimized the deception jamming efficiency evaluation index system, proposed the deception jamming efficiency evaluation method based on grey relational analysis (GRA) and fuzzy comprehensive assessment (FCA) to enhance the impact of high correlation indicators on the deception jamming efficiency evaluation results, and proposed the deception jamming efficiency evaluation index based on cloud model to reduce the impact of ambiguity and randomness.

3.3. Jamming Source Deployment of Deception Jamming

There are few studies on the optimal deployment methods of deception jamming sources, but it is still a necessary and important part of deception jamming research.

The research on the deployment of repeater deception jamming sources mainly focuses on how to obtain a good mapping relationship between the target real location (real point) and the target deception location (virtual point) and a reasonable repeater delay by reasonably deploying the jamming source location so as to achieve a good deception effect and expand the deception range.

Starting from the principle of satellite navigation and positioning, Yang et al. [88] proved that there is a mapping relationship between the real point and the virtual point and that it is physically realizable. According to the number of repeater jamming sources, it can be divided into single-station and multi-station repeater jamming source deployments.

Single-station repeater deception jamming has the advantages of simple equipment and a large effective jamming range, but the location of jamming sources is relatively harsh. Zhang et al. [89] established a single-station repeater area mapping model and pointed out that when transmitting four satellite signals, the jamming source can realize deception jamming if it is located at the intersection of the single curved surface formed by the four satellites being transmitted. Based on the single-station forward area mapping model, Zhen et al. [90] analyzed the impact of different initial delays on the height and range of jamming sources, and then proposed a single-station repeater jamming source deployment method based on the initial delay.

Zhang et al. [91] proved the advantages of multi-station repeater deception jamming and the necessity of optimizing the deployment of deception jamming sources. Compared with single-station forward deception jamming, multi-station repeater deception jamming can achieve area mapping and track mapping. Based on the principle of repeater jamming, four repeater jamming sources deployment is exemplified. The schematic diagram of four repeater jamming source deployments is shown in Figure 12.

The distance relationship of four repeater jamming sources deployment should be expressed as follows [91]:

\[ \begin{align*}
|S_1D| &= |S_1R_1| + |R_1T| + c t_1 \\
|S_2D| &= |S_2R_2| + |R_2T| + c t_2 \\
|S_3D| &= |S_3R_3| + |R_3T| + c t_3 \\
|S_4D| &= |S_4R_4| + |R_4T| + c t_4
\end{align*} \] (17)

wherein, \( S_i \) is the \( i \) satellite in the positioning area, \( R_i \) is the \( i \) repeater deception jamming source, \( t_i \) is the signal delay of the \( i \) repeater deception jamming source, \( T \) is the true position of the receiver, \( D \) is the deceived position of the receiver, \( c \) is the speed of light, \( |S_iD| \) is the distance from \( S_i \) to \( D \), \( |S_iR_i| \) is the distance from \( S_i \) to \( R_i \), and \( |R_iT| \) is distance from \( R_i \) to \( T \).
According to the principle of repeater deception jamming and the continuity of the mapping relationship, the area near the true position $T$ is mapped to the area near the deceived position $D$. The mapping relationship can be expressed as follows [91]:

$$\begin{align*}
S_D + ct_T &= S_i R_i + R_i T + cT \\
S_2 D + ct_T &= S_2 R_2 + R_2 T + cT \\
S_3 D + ct_T &= S_3 R_3 + R_3 T + cT \\
S_4 D + ct_T &= S_4 R_4 + R_4 T + cT
\end{align*}$$

(18)

wherein, $t_T$ is the amount of change in receiver clock difference between $T$ and $T'$. Using the Newton iterative method, the above formula is linearized as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
S_D \\
S_2 D \\
S_3 D \\
S_4 D
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_D - x_i \\
y_D - y_i \\
z_D - z_i \\
\end{bmatrix}
+ c
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta x \\
\Delta y \\
\Delta z \\
\Delta t_T
\end{bmatrix}
= \\
\begin{bmatrix}
S_i R_i + R_i T + cT - S_i D \\
S_2 R_2 + R_2 T + cT - S_2 D \\
S_3 R_3 + R_3 T + cT - S_3 D \\
S_4 R_4 + R_4 T + cT - S_4 D
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}$$

(19)

wherein, $(x_i, y_i, z_i)$ are three-dimensional coordinates of the $i$th satellite, $(x_D, y_D, z_D)$ are three-dimensional coordinates of the deceived position, $(\Delta x, \Delta y, \Delta z)$ are iterative position variation of the deceived position, and $\Delta t_T$ is iterative clock difference variation of $t_T$.

In order to establish a good mapping relationship, according to [91], the position variation of the true position of the receiver and the position variation of the deceived position should be as similar as possible. The mapping relationship is expressed as follows:
wherein, \((x_i, y_i, z_i)\) are three-dimensional coordinates of the \(i\) repeater deception jamming source, and \((\Delta x_T, \Delta y_T, \Delta z_T)\) and \((\Delta x_D, \Delta y_D, \Delta z_D)\) are iterative position variations of the true and deceived position.

To ensure that the area near the true position can be proportionally mapped to the area near the deceived position, the following equations should be guaranteed to hold:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta x_T \\
\Delta y_T \\
\Delta z_T
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\Delta x_D \\
\Delta y_D \\
\Delta z_D
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Solving the above equation will obtain the deployment of repeater deception jamming sources. It can be seen that the deployment is closely related to the three-dimensional coordinates of the satellite and the true position of the receiver.

Wan et al. [92] proposed a method of multi-station repeater deception jamming source layout based on delay control, which can achieve accurate control of the forwarding delay by reasonably deploying the parameter information such as jamming source location and the forwarding height angle. Taking the four-station and single-station repeater jamming model as an example, from the perspective of the mapping of the real point neighborhood and the change of the clock difference of the receiver in neighborhood conditions, Yan et al. [61] obtained an easy-to-implement deception jamming source deployment method. It is also pointed out that in the four-station repeater deception jamming model, the deployment of deception jamming sources will affect the mapping relationship of the real point domain. When the deception jamming source is deployed on the link between the real point and the satellite and the corresponding line segment meets a certain proportion, the deception jamming source can better map the real point neighborhood to the virtual point neighborhood, thus achieving a better deception effect. However, this deployment method has a relative delay, and the receiver can realize deception detection through a detection algorithm.

In summary, the research on the deployment of deception jamming sources mainly focuses on repeater jamming sources. By controlling the location of repeater jamming sources, the signal delay and receiver clock difference are controlled, overcoming the shortcomings of repeater deception jamming, and thereby improving the effectiveness of deception jamming and expanding the effective range of jamming. While the research on the deployment of generation jamming sources is still at the stage of assumption and theoretical analysis, currently, anti-deception jamming techniques based on signal arrival di-
rection or angle of arrival detection can already be used to detect deception jamming signals in a single direction. Implementing advanced distributed deception jamming by optimizing the deployment of multiple deception jamming sources to compensate for the shortcomings of a single generated deception jammer will be the focus of current deception jamming technology research.

4. Future Research Direction and Development Trend

To sum up, four future research directions of satellite navigation jamming technology are summarized.


At present, there are few research results on the evaluation of suppression jamming and deception jamming effects, and the authority is insufficient. We still lack a reasonable and complete evaluation system of suppression jamming and deception jamming effects and evaluation methods that are consistent with the actual application scenarios. Most of the research only selects one or a few evaluation criteria for jamming methods or anti-jamming methods by which to analyze jamming or anti-jamming effects. The jamming efficiency evaluation system is not perfect. However, the navigation countermeasure scenario in the actual electromagnetic environment is relatively more complex. First of all, in the actual navigation countermeasure scenario, suppression jamming and deception jamming are usually combined to form composite jamming which acts on the target receiver. It is not realistic to only have suppression jamming or deception jamming. Secondly, the deployment strategy of composite jamming sources also affects the jamming effect to varying degrees. Therefore, the current evaluation method for the efficiency of suppression jamming and deception jamming is too simple and idealistic. Building an evaluation system for satellite navigation jamming based on the cooperative evaluation of suppression jamming and deception jamming is conducive to the optimization of navigation countermeasures-related technologies and equipment, as well as the evaluation of the cooperative deployment effect of composite jamming sources.

4.2. Research on Jamming Suppression Method for Antenna Array

Antenna array anti-jamming technology is the most effective anti-jamming method—at present—which can suppress multiple narrowband and broadband jamming. Therefore, the most important navigation equipment is equipped with the GNSS array receiver, and the jamming suppression effect is also weakened. It is necessary to study the suppression jamming for the antenna array.

From the angle of the jamming principle, the research of the suppression jamming method for antenna array can be considered from two perspectives: the number of suppression jamming sources and the type of suppression jamming.

First of all, according to the jamming principle, when the number of jamming sources exceeds the number of GNSS array receiver antennas—that is, the array degree-of-freedom—the anti-jamming performance of the receiver will decline sharply. At present, most anti-jamming algorithms only consider the anti-jamming performance when the number of jamming sources is less than or equal to the number of antenna elements. There are few research articles on the methods of suppressing jamming with super-degree-of-freedom, lacking theoretical derivation and analysis. From the perspective of suppression jamming source deployment, although the use of multiple jamming sources to implement jamming is considered, the current main focus is on achieving the coverage of jamming area through networked cooperative deployment, without considering the impact of antenna array super-degree-of-freedom jamming on the GNSS array receiver.

Secondly, the current suppression jamming technology mainly focuses on how to evaluate the jamming effect of a single jamming style. In fact, GNSS faces a very complex navigation countermeasure environment, and a single suppression jamming scenario only
exists in the simulation analysis. New jamming styles such as super-degree-of-freedom composite jamming and non-stationary non-continuous jamming will be the mainstream of antenna array jamming research in the future.


At present, modern navigation countermeasures equipment such as unmanned aerial vehicles and unmanned ships are not only equipped with satellite navigation receivers but also loaded with other navigation systems. However, at present, the research on deception jamming still mainly focuses on satellite navigation, while the research on deception jamming methods under the integrated navigation mode combining GNSS and other systems is relatively small. If the navigation countermeasure equipment is equipped with integrated navigation, blind deception jamming without considering the actual operation track of the equipment will usually lead to deception failure. However, there is less research on track deception, and there is little research on controlling the target to move according to the predetermined position and achieving precise position deception. In addition, the existence of deception jamming detection algorithms on modern navigation countermeasure equipment makes it more difficult to implement covert deception jamming for integrated navigation compared with target equipment only equipped with GNSS. In addition, the control system and integrated navigation means used by different types of navigation countermeasure equipment are different, and the effect of the same deception jamming strategy is not consistent. Therefore, it is necessary to continuously optimize the deception jamming methods and strategies for integrated navigation through multiple deception jamming tests, and indirectly to improve the anti-deception performance of the equipment while improving the deception performance of deception-integrated navigation.

4.4. Research on Deception Jamming Method for Military Signals

Compared with generated deception jamming, the most obvious advantage of repeater deception jamming is that it can be used to deceive military signals. However, the current research on repeater deception jamming involves less experimental analysis of military signal deception. In addition, although there have been reports of successful deception of military equipment, the specific technical details of each event have not been explained and analyzed in detail. The effect of repeater deception on military signals is still in the exploration stage, and the research on other deception jamming methods for military signals is also in a blank state.

5. Conclusions

As an important branch of navigation countermeasure technology, satellite navigation jamming technology has attracted extensive attention. This paper introduces suppression jamming and deception jamming from three perspectives: jamming classification, jamming efficiency evaluation, and jamming source deployment. However, due to the signal system, the current development of satellite navigation anti-jamming technology is more rapid. Therefore, this paper points out the technical defects and the development direction of satellite navigation jamming technology. Our findings are as follows: first, we currently lack of a complete jamming evaluation system by which to evaluate the effectiveness of suppression jamming and deception jamming; second, for antenna array anti-jamming technology, super freedom jamming, and non-stationary jamming will become mainstream; and finally, there is limited research on deception jamming techniques for integrated navigation and military codes, which will become a hot research topic in the future.
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